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Stance, persona and audience 
awareness in student writing
- applying the Appraisal framework

Dr Peter R. R. White, School of Arts and Media, 
UNSW (prrwhite@verbosity.org)

Storytelling genre

Fight Story (1)
One day I was walking through the school and a  kid came up to me and he said, 
“Do you want a fight?” and I said “Yes”.
Then I took my coat off.  Then he chucked the first punch.  I chucked a punch back 
at him and I got him right in the mouth and I broke his jaw.  Then I walked back and 
ran and he pulled me to the ground. Then I got up.  Then I grabbed him and 
chucked him against a steel pole. He turned and ran off. I didn't bother to chase him.

Fight Story (2) 
It all happened when I was walking home from school.
Two twits from my class decided to pick on me.  They started yelling stupid names 
like spazzo, pigface etc.  I didn't mind this.  I also didn't mind Kelly punching me in 
the shoulder.  What I did mind was that Kelly kept me occupied while Matthew rode 
my bike around the cul de sac of the street.  This was harmless.  But, still riding, he 
kicked off my bag and jumped off the bike leaving it to fall.  This made me sore.  I 
gave in to my temper.  When Matthew saw this he took off.
So it was me and David Kelly to battle it out.  I chased him around and around the 
street.  When I finally caught up to him I threw punches galore.  Most of them 
missed.  Kelly managed to escape and run home.
I think I was the victor, but if I was, I don't think it was worth it.
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Persuasive writing (Exposition)

Unicorns are the best pets [Year 1 student, age 6]
Lots of people have pets. Unicorn are the best pets
I think Unicorn is the best pet because they help us to fly. They fly high so we can 
see the clouds and sun.
Secondly they are beautiful an you can brush there hair and put ribbons in there hair.
There fore Unicorns are cool too keep pets.

Soccer is better than football [Year 4 student, age 8]
I think soccer is better than football and here is some reasons why.
Firstly, I believe that in football when you are tackled it is more likely you will get 
hurt even break a bone.
Secondly, I think it’s a lot easier to understand soccer rules than football rules 
because there is lot less rules.
Thirdly I believe that soccer is more challenging than football because you run to the 
ball, dribble and there is a goaly and it harder to score.
I Also think that there is awsome tricks and lots of new tricks to learn. I like that 
because you can always learn or improve on different tricks.
That clearly shows that soccer is better than football and I hope you will join me.

Fight Story (1)

One day I was walking through the school and a  kid came up 
to me and he said, “Do you want a fight?” and I said “Yes”.
Then I took my coat off.  Then he chucked the first punch.  I 
chucked a punch back at him and I got him right in the mouth 
and I broke his jaw.  Then I walked back and ran and he pulled 
me to the ground. Then I got up.  Then I grabbed him and 
chucked him against a steel pole. He turned and ran off. I didn't 
bother to chase him.
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Fight Story (2) 
It all happened when I was walking home from school.
Two twits from my class decided to pick on me.  They started 
yelling stupid names like spazzo, pigface etc.  I didn't mind this.  
I also didn't mind Kelly punching me in the shoulder.  What I 
did mind was that Kelly kept me occupied while Matthew rode 
my bike around the cul de sac of the street.  This was harmless.  
But, still riding, he kicked off my bag and jumped off the bike 
leaving it to fall.  This made me sore.  I gave in to my temper.  
When Matthew saw this he took off.
So it was me and David Kelly to battle it out.  I chased him 
around and around the street.  When I finally caught up to him 
I threw punches galore.  Most of them missed.  Kelly managed 
to escape and run home.
I think I was the victor, but if I was, I don't think it was worth 
it.

It all happened when I was walking home from school.
[possible Complication]
Two twits from my class decided to pick on me.  They started yelling stupid names like 
spazzo, pigface etc.  
[Evaluation – not  a genuine Complication]
I didn't mind this.  I also didn't mind Kelly punching me in the shoulder.  
[Complication]
What I did mind was that Kelly kept me occupied while Matthew rode my bike around 
the cul de sac of the street.  
[Evaluation]
This was harmless.  
[Complication]
But, still riding, he kicked off my bag and jumped off the bike leaving it to fall.  This 
made me sore.  I gave in to my temper.  When Matthew saw this he took off.
So it was me and David Kelly to battle it out.  I chased him around and around the 
street.  
[Resolution]
When I finally caught up to him I threw punches galore.  Most of them missed.  Kelly 
managed to escape and run home.
[Coda]
I think I was the victor, but if I was, I don't think it was worth it.
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Tracking development in the interpersonal aspects of 
student storytelling

Using the Appraisal framework (Martin & White 2005) to 
systematically explain how choices as to evaluative 
meanings contribute to the storytelling by creating a 
particular authorial identity/persona and positioning the 
reader attitudinally vis-à-vis the people, happenings and 
situations being depicted

The Appraisal framework
meanings by which…

• speakers/writers indicate negative and positive viewpoints with 
respect to people, objects, happenings and propositions or indirectly 
position others to subscribe to such viewpoints (Attitude)

• intensify or down-tone the force of what they are asserting, or blur 
or sharpen the boundaries of the semantic categories they are using 
(Graduation)

• position themselves dialogically vis-à-vis propositions – i.e. what 
others have said or might  have said previously, or might say in 
response to the current communication (Engagement)
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Types of Attitude
Positive or negative assessments by reference to emotion or systems of 
social norms and values. (evaluative wordings underlined)

Emotion (Affect)
Mobile phones in class really annoy me
I do like being able to take calls in class
I love the new Samsung S III

Opinion (Judgement and Appreciation)
Mobile phones in class can be harmful for students’ concentration.
Mobile phones in class can be beneficial.
The new Samsung S III is elegant and easy-to-use.

It’s impolite of you to be using your mobile phone in class.

Opinion: Judgement and Appreciation

Judgement
Assessments of people’s behaviour or character by reference to social 
norms (ethics, social acceptability, potential to be raised or lowered in 
the esteem of one’s community)

It’s impolite of you to be using your mobile phone in class.

Appreciation
Assessments of entities, artefacts, happenings, state-of-affair by 
reference to systems of social valuation – aesthetic assessments; 
assessments of harm and benefit etc.

Mobile phones are harmful for students’ concentration.
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Realisation of attitude
• Implicit (invoked/tokens of Attitude)

– That secret service agent took a bullet for the President.
• Explicit (inscribed)

– How brave that secret service agent was – he took a bullet for 
the President.

– That secret service agent took a bullet for the President. What 
an idiot!. Who would be so stupid as to risk their life for a 
politician?

Implicit  Attitude
“Just the facts”
(1) George W. Bush delivered his inaugural speech as the United 
States President who collected 537,000 fewer votes than his 
opponent.
(2)The secret service agent stepped into the line of fire and took 
a bullet for the President. 

Some evaluative element (but nothing explicitly positive 
or negative)
The national telephone company has withdrawn sponsorship of a 
suicide prevention phone service - just days after announcing a 
$2.34 billion half-yearly profit. 

He only visits his mother once a year, even though she is more 
than 90 years old.
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In soccer it’s harder to score.

Thirdly I believe that soccer is more challenging than 
football because you run to the ball, dribble and there is 
a goaly and it harder to score.

Graduation
Values by which (1) speakers graduate (raise or 
lower) the interpersonal impact, force or volume of 
their utterances, and (2) by which they graduate 
(blur or sharpen) the focus of their semantic 
categorisations.

Mobile phones are somewhat harmful; 
Mobile phones are just terrible.
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why appraisal

• Appraisal provides an methodology for identifying and classifying 
the particular positive and/or negative value positions put into play 
by the text and the linguistic mechanisms by which these are 
conveyed
– a speaker/writer’s identity/persona is very much tied up with the 

nature of the attitudes they express
– when speakers express a positive or negative viewpoint they are 

not simply being self expressive; they invite the addressee to 
share this viewpoint or at least to regard it as plausible

– it is via the expression of attitudinal assessments that speakers 
align or dis-align with particular communities of shared values

Exploring the activation of attitudinal positions (positioning the reader to 
regard people, happenings, situations positively or negatively)

Fight Story (1)
One day I was walking through the school and a  kid came up to me and he said, 
“Do you want a fight?” and I said “Yes”.
Then I took my coat off.  Then he chucked the first punch.  I chucked a punch back 
at him and I got him right in the mouth and I broke his jaw.  Then I walked back and 
ran and he pulled me to the ground. Then I got up.  Then I grabbed him and 
chucked him against a steel pole. He turned and ran off. I didn't bother to chase him.
Fight Story (2) 
It all happened when I was walking home from school.
Two twits from my class decided to pick on me.  They started yelling stupid names 
like spazzo, pigface etc.  I didn't mind this.  I also didn't mind Kelly punching me in 
the shoulder.  What I did mind was that Kelly kept me occupied while Matthew rode 
my bike around the cul de sac of the street.  This was harmless.  But, still riding, he 
kicked off my bag and jumped off the bike leaving it to fall.  This made me sore.  I 
gave in to my temper.  When Matthew saw this he took off.
So it was me and David Kelly to battle it out.  I chased him around and around the 
street.  When I finally caught up to him I threw punches galore.  Most of them 
missed.  Kelly managed to escape and run home.
I think I was the victor, but if I was, I don't think it was worth it.
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Possible attitudinal targets: entities/happenings/situations towards which the 
reader might be positioned  or assumed to be positively or negatively 
disposed
1. the narrator’s assailant
2. the narrator
3. the fight which ensued

One day I was walking through the school and a  kid came up to me and he 
said, “Do you want a fight?” 
and I said “Yes”.
Then I took my coat off.  Then he chucked the first punch.  I chucked a 
punch back at him and I got him right in the mouth
and I broke his jaw.  
Then I walked back and ran and he pulled me to the ground. Then I got up.  
Then I grabbed him and chucked him against a steel pole. 
He turned and ran off. 
I didn't bother to chase him.
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Possible attitudinal targets
1. the narrator’s assailants
2. the narrator
3. the fight which ensued

Attitudinal orientation towards the assailants

they decided to pick on me
-ve inscription Judgement

yelling stupid names like spazzo and pigface
-ve invocation Judgement)– use of offensive terms

Kelly punching me in the shoulder 
-ve invocation Judgement

Attitudinal orientation towards the narrator
two “twits” 
-ve potential invocation (Judgement)  – use of derogatory terms

I didn’t mind them [calling me names], punching me in the shoulder 
+ve Affect as an invocations of what value? equanimity? self control?

What I did mind was that Kelly kept me occupied while Matthew rode my bike 
around the cul de sac of the street. 
+ve Affect invoking what? reasonable anger; an appropriate psychological response?

[him dropping narrator’s bike] This made me sore.  I gave in to my temper.  
-ve Affect invoking Judgement

I chased him around and around the street.  When I finally caught up to him I threw 
punches galore.  Most of them missed
-ve Judgement (capacity)

I think I was the victor, [+ve Judgement] but if I was, I don't think it was worth it.
+ve invoked Judgement – wise, appropriate attitude towards fighting
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Tracking management of stance and audience 
positioning in student persuasive writing

• Some of the questions which we might want to address
• How  developed are the students in their use of the language by which

– [expertise] they present as being adequately informed on the current subject 
matter

– [attitudinal/epistemic orientation] they are likely to be regarded as having 
responded appropriately in terms of their beliefs about, and attitudes towards, 
the people, events and issues being dealt with - i.e. are their beliefs and attitudes 
presented so as to come across as suitably developed, reasonable and well 
founded?

– [personal stance] by which they adopt an “appropriate”  stance towards their 
material – i.e. appropriately “personal”  or “ impersonal”  according to the 
conventions of the current text type (discourse domain); an appropriate degree 
of personal investment in, or detachment from, the propositions being advanced

– [dialogic engagement] they present as engaged appropriately with the view 
points of others, particularly those who might be doubtful about the position 
being advanced or hold a counter view

– [audience awareness] by which they present as constructing an appropriate 
imagined reader for the text – i.e. present as making appropriate assumptions 
about their reader’s beliefs, understandings, values, feelings, tastes and 
expectations?  

Audience awareness
• To whom is the persuasive writing directed?
• To what type of reader?
• In what relationship with the writer?
• With what level of knowledge on the current subject?
• With which views towards issues being raised?

• Analysis which attends to degree of familiarity/social distance 
between writer and reader and to assertions or assumptions the 
writer makes about the reader’s beliefs, understandings, values, 
feelings, tastes and expectations?  
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Persuasive writing (Exposition)

Unicorns are the best pets
Lots of people have pets. Unicorn are the best pets
I think Unicorn is the best pet because they help us to fly. They fly high so we can 
see the clouds and sun.
Secondly they are beautiful an you can brush there hair and put ribbons in there hair.
There fore Unicorns are cool too keep pets.

Soccer is better than football
I think soccer is better than football and here is some reasons why.
Firstly, I believe that in football when you are tackled it is more likely you will get hurt 
even break a bone.
Secondly, I think it’s a lot easier to understand soccer rules than football rules 
because there is lot less rules.
Thirdly I believe that soccer is more challenging than football because you run to the 
ball, dribble and there is a goaly and it harder to score.
I Also think that there is awsome tricks and lots of new tricks to learn. I like that 
because you can always learn or improve on different tricks.
That clearly shows that soccer is better than football and I hope you will join me.

[inscribed attitudinal assertion] 
Unicorns are best

[justified by attitudinal invocation] 
They help us to fly so we can see the clouds and sun

[inscribed attitudinal assertion] 
Unicorns are best

[justified by attitudinal invocation] 
You can put brush their hair and put ribbons in their hair

Assumed shared value positions
Positive = flying up on the back of a creature to see the clouds
Positive = being able to brush and put ribbons in a pet’s hair
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Soccer is better than football [Year 4 student, age 8]
I think soccer is better than football and here is some reasons why.
Firstly, I believe that in football when you are tackled it is more likely you 
will get hurt even break a bone.
Secondly, I think it’s a lot easier to understand soccer rules than football 
rules because there is lot less rules.
Thirdly I believe that soccer is more challenging than football because you 
run to the ball, dribble and there is a goaly and it harder to score.
I Also think that there is awsome tricks and lots of new tricks to learn. I 
like that because you can always learn or improve on different tricks.
That clearly shows that soccer is better than football and I hope you will 
join me.

[inscribed attitudinal assertion] 
Soccer is better than football 

[justified by attitudinal assertion, and invocation] 
In football you are more likely to get hurt; break a bone

[inscribed attitudinal assertion] 
Soccer is easer to understand than football

[justified by invocation] 
In soccer there are fewer rules
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[inscribed attitudinal assertion] 
Soccer is more challenging than football 

[justified by attitudinal invocation] 
In soccer you can dribble, there is a goalie and it’s harder to score

[inscribed attitudinal assertion] 
Soccer is better than football

[justified by attitudinal inscription] 
There are awesome tricks you can learn and improve on 
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[inscribed attitudinal assertion] 
Soccer is more challenging than football 

[justified by attitudinal invocation] 
In soccer you can dribble, there is a goalie and it’s harder to score

[inscribed attitudinal assertion] 
Soccer is better than football

[justified by attitudinal inscription] 
There are awesome tricks you can learn and improve on 

Assumed shared value positions
Negative  = injury being more likely
Positive   = fewer rules
Positive   = having a goalie and being harder to score
Positive   = involving awesome tricks
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Dialogic engagement
• To what degree does the writer present as engaged appropriately 

with the view points of others, with those who might have spoken 
previously on the subject and particularly with those who might be 
doubtful about the position being advanced or hold a counter view

Mobile phones shouldn’t be allowed in school 
I strongly believe that mobile phones should not be allowed at school. Having 
your mobile phone in your classroom is pointless and completely unnecessary. 
The mere thought of it is crazy and will lead to many problems.
Firstly, having your mobile phone at school will deeply impact on learning. 
Instead of doing work, students will spend their lessons on the phone texting 
each other. Also, many phones play music and having music on while working is 
scientifically proven to decrease performance, which will affect learning and 
scores.
Secondly, like all valuable devices, there’s a huge chance of phones getting 
stolen especially the expensive ones. Having your phone with you may decrease 
the chance of theft but it then increases the chance of it getting damaged 
especially at recess and lunch.
Lastly, one important issue is privacy. Nearly all phones have a built in camera. 
Students may take photos of other students to later post on sites like Facebok. 
Firstly before any pictures can be taken permission is needed from parents and 
I’m sure no parents would agree for their child to be on someone elses social 
network.  In fact this is so serious that that it’s a huge offence and can lead to 
prosecution.
Having your mobile phone at school is just not necessary as it doesn’t help your 
learning at all. All it will do is lead to problems.
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Appraisal: Engagement 
Resources by which the speaker/writer positions 
him/herself vis-à-vis what others have previously had to 
say on the topic (or are presented as having had to say), 
or vis-à-vis what are presented as possible or likely 
responses to what is currently being said on the topic.

Engagement: Expanding dialogic space 
Presenting the current proposition as just one view among 
a possible range of views, and hence making allowances 
for and legitimising alternative view points
For example:

It could be argued that mobile phones are harmful in 
the classroom
In my view mobile phones are harmful in the classroom.
Some people  believe mobile phones are harmful
It’s likely mobile phones are harmful
There’s evidence to suggest mobile phones are harmful
Certainly mobile phones are harmful
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Engagement: contracting dialogic space 
Engaging with other speakers and voices while 
nevertheless fending off, rejecting or ruling out alternative 
viewpoints

The facts of the matter are that mobile phones are 
harmful
Of course mobile phones in the classroom are harmful
Child psychologists have demonstrated that mobile 
phones are harmful in the classroom

Bare assertion
Presenting the current proposition as dialogically 
unproblematic; one for which it is not necessary to 
recognise the possibility of alternative or counter positions 
– i.e. a proposition which has the status accepted 
knowledge or universally held belief.

Mobile phone are harmful in the classroom 
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